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ABOUT TIA SUMMIT

2022 THEME: TOWARDS A GREENER AND SMARTER FUTURE
As nations start to rebuild for the post-pandemic world, there has
never been a better clarion call for greener economic growth and

Why TIA Summit is Unique

sustainable development.

We have far too much information thrown at us

It is a daunting task. But humanity is a species
defined by its ingenuity.

every day to remember anything but the sharpest
and most relevant information. Inspired by TED

The India Advantage Summit (TIA Summit) is a premier event

Talks, our speakers have 9 minutes to 'pitch' their

held annually in Bengaluru that aims to bring together key

solutions/ideas to the audience. The India

government representatives, industry leaders, investors and

Advantage Summit has now become a key platform

global experts for mutual collaboration, knowledge sharing and

for organisations to present their innovative

learning on sustainable development. The event showcases best

solutions and cut through the noise.

practices in digital transformation and urban innovation across

We live stream every session at the Summit and

various sectors.

have made it accessible to a larger audience. Our

6th Edition Highlights

YouTube channel has more than 100, 000 views .

600 + Delegates from 10 Countries over 2 days
Keynotes from the tech leaders and decision makers
40+ Express talks : showcasing innovative climate tech solutions

IMPRESSIONS FROM
TIA SUMMIT 2021

Panel Discussions

Unveiling Reports

Startup Showcase

Keynotes

DAY 1:TOWARDS A GREENER FUTURE
India has made undeterred commitments on how it intends to
follow the greener path. The world lauds India’s two

Energy

pioneering global initiatives, the International Solar Alliance
and Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure. The
government has targeted 175 gigawatts of renewable capacity
Mobility
In addition, organistions are harnessing green energy
solutions to augment India’s clean energy capabilities and, in
the process, playing an integral role in strengthening the
country from ground-up.
Infrastructure and Proptech
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by the year 2022, and 450 gigawatts by 2030.

DAY 2: TOWARDS A SMARTER FUTURE
India's economy benefits immensely from disruptive technology
and transformative change.The 17 UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) that the Indian government has

Cities
(Safety, Health & Wellness, Innovation)

pledged to achieve by 2030 give a clear direction to the change
makers.
Innovation in data analytics, coupled with artificial intelligence
opened the door to many positive impacts for sustainability.
According to the Global e-Sustainability Initiative(GeSI),

Resource Management (Circularity)

technology has the potential to contribute to all 17 SDGs –
including over 50% of the 169 sub-targets.

Factories & Commerce

PRESS COVERAGE
The Summit has a special focus to involve the Media to
promote the innovative ideas showcased during the 2 days. We
have been featured on several media outlets over the past.

and more...
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(AI) and advanced robotics, as well as cloud computing, have

OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Visit us at www.tiasummit.com

